
 

Static synapses on a moving structure: Mind
the gap!
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Axon initial segments (blue) and the synapses that form along them (red and
green) are shown. Credit: Winnie Wefelmeyer. MRC Centre for Developmental
Neurobiology

In biology, stability is important. From body temperature to blood
pressure and sugar levels, our body ensures that these remain within
reasonable limits and do not reach potentially damaging extremes.
Neurons in the brain are no different and, in fact, have developed a
number of ways to stabilise their electrical activity so as to avoid
becoming either overexcitable, potentially leading to epilepsy, or not
excitable enough, leading to non functional neurons. A new study
published in PNAS by researchers from the MRC Centre for
Developmental Neurobiology characterises a novel way in which
neurons remain electrically stable when confronted with chronic
increases in neuronal activity.
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The site at the centre of this control mechanism is a short segment of the
axon, where electrical activity is initiated in the first place. Also known
as the axon initial segment (or AIS for short), this remarkable structure
is responsible for integrating all the information that a neuron receives
via its synapses to produce an action potential, the electrical currency of
information used by neurons. It is perhaps no surprise then that
modulating this domain should have an important impact on a cell's
excitability. In fact, previous findings from the Burrone lab were the
first to uncover that changes in AIS structure could alter the excitability
of neurons to stabilise their overall electrical activity (Grubb & Burrone
Nature 365:1070). What is less known is what happens to the unique
synapses that form along the AIS, when this region of the axon is
modified. "We know very little about these odd axonal synapses, other
than they are in the right place to modulate neuronal output by acting
directly on the axon initial segment", says senior author Prof Juan
Burrone, "but what happens when the AIS changes was, until now, a
mystery".

This study shows for the first time that in slices of the hippocampus, a
region of the brain known to be important for learning and memory,
increases in neuronal activity causes the AIS to move away from the cell
body, along the axon, by about half its length. The synapses however stay
in place, causing a mismatch between the AIS and the synapses that
control it. In collaboration with Dr Daniel Cattaert at the INCIA in
Bordeaux, the authors used computational models to study the functional
consequences of this arrangement. This approach revealed that the
synapses that were left behind, those that lie in the gap between the cell
body and the AIS, are particularly important for decreasing neuronal
excitability, allowing neurons to remain functional even when under
constant stimulation. As Dr Winnie Wefelmeyer, the leading author of
this study puts it: "The axon initial segment is like the vocal chord of the
neuron: without it, it would be unable to communicate. Changing the
position of the AIS relative to the modulating synapses ensures that what
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the neuron is saying stays meaningful".

  More information: Wefelmeyer W, Cattaert D, Burrone J (2015).
Activity-dependent mismatch between axo-axonic synapses and the axon
initial segment controls neuronal output. PNAS (2015) DOI:
10.1073/pnas.1506823112
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